WELL CONSTRUCTION

Lease Site Preparation
A standard single well lease site for conventional oil or gas will typically affect
a surface area measuring 100 metres by 100 metres. The lease site will
typically hold the drilling rig and additional equipment along with supervisory
accommodation and material storage. Once drilling is completed and the well is
connected to the pipeline, a portion of the lease area can be reclaimed to minimize
surface disturbance.
To prepare for initial drilling, the lease site is leveled, if necessary, with a bulldozer
and/or grader, with careful consideration given to buried pipelines and utilities, as
well as proximity to surface water features. The scale and duration of lease site
preparation is site-specific.
Preliminary Surface Preparation
As part of any oil or gas well, a conductor hole and surface hole are required as
part of the entire wellbore. Commonly, a rathole and/or a mousehole are drilled
prior to the actual drilling of the well to reservoir depth. A conductor hole, also
refered to as a “starter hole” is a large
diameter hole, lined with steel pipe
which varies in depth, and is used to
house the BOP (Blow Out Preventer).
These are either done by the portable
rig that drills the conductor hole, or can
be done by the primary rig after riggingup. The surface hole is drilled and lined
with steel casing and cement to isolate
potential shallow groundwater aquifers
from the wellbore.

Blow Out Preventer (BOP)

Drilling
During assembly of the drilling rig, some equipment may be handled and set with
crane, rig up trucks, or forklift, depending on the size of the rig. The substructure is
assembled, pinned (bottled) together, leveled, and tied into other rig components.
Once the substructure is set in place, installing the power system and raising the
derrick begins and additional drilling and auxiliary equipment are set into place
before a final inspection is done. The entire process of rigging-up can take one or
two days.
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Terminology
Lease site: An area of surface land
on which exploration or production
activity occurs.
Rathole: a hole lying below the rig
floor, 30 to 35 feet deep, lined with
casing into which the kelly is placed
when hoisting operations are in
progress.
Mousehole: a shallow borehole
under the rig floor, usually lined
with pipe, into which joints of drill
pipe are temporarily placed during
drilling operations.
BOP (Blow Out Preventer): A
large valve at the top of a well
that may be closed if the drilling
crew loses control of formation
fluids. By closing this valve (usually
operated remotely) the drilling crew
can regain control of the well and
reservoir.
Kelly: A long square or hexagonal
steel bar with a hole drilled through
the middle for a fluid path. The
kelly is used to transmit rotary
motion from the rotary table or
kelly bushing to the drillstring, while
allowing the drillstring to be lowered
or raised during rotation.

Core Samples
In some cases, a core sample of the formation is taken for testing. A special core
barrel is lowered to the bottom on the drill string
and is rotated to cut a core from the formation. This
core is brought to the surface and examined in a
laboratory. Some core or chip analysis may occur at
the temporary on-site lab while other core samples
are sealed and shipped to specialized labs for indepth reservoir characteristic and core analysis.
Casing & Cement
Well construction activities are engineered to ensure that groundwater bearing
horizons are isolated from the wellbore. To provide the protection necessary,
usually a number of steps are completed to isolate the wellbore from the
surrounding rock intervals that have been penetrated during the drilling process.
Step 1 – Once the conductor pipe has been put in place the surface hole is drilled
to the base of groundwater protection, typically defined by the regulatory body.
Surface casing is lowered into the hole and cemented in place. At this stage, a
barrier of steel and cement is created to prevent the contamination of potential
shallow groundwater aquifers as well provide wellbore stability for the remaining
drill hole.
Step 2 –The cement is allowed to set prior to continuation of drilling and in some
jurisdictions; a “cement bond” geophysical log is run to determine the integrity of
the cement that surrounds the surface casing.
Step 3 – The wellbore is then drilled to its total depth. In some cases, depending
on the total depth of the well or the orientation (horizontal or vertical) an
intermediate set of steel casing may be inserted into the wellbore and cemented
in place. The process of installation and cementing of intermediate and production
casing is similar to surface casing. The decision to install additional casing is
based upon expected reservoir conditions as well as completion and stimulation
techniques that are to be used. This second (or third) set of steel casing provides
additional isolation of the hydrocarbon zone from potential shallow aquifers.
Completions and Production
Once the well has been drilled and cased it is ready to be stimulated. There are
a variety of stimulation processes, the most common being hydraulic fracturing.
Once the well has been stimulated it is ready to be equipped for production.
For more information about hydraulic
fracturing please see CSUR’s
Understanding Hydraulic Fracturing.
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Core sample: A cylindrical sample
of geologic formation, usually
reservoir rock, taken during or after
drilling a well.
Casing: Steel pipe cemented in
place during the construction
process to stabilize the wellbore.
Cement: The material used to
permanently seal annular spaces
between casing and borehole walls.
“Cement Bond” Geophysical Log:
A representation of the integrity of
the cement job, especially whether
the cement is adhering solidly to
the outside of the casing. The log
is typically obtained from one of a
variety of sonic-type detectors.

Did you know?
Provincial and federal
regulations, which govern
the oil and gas industry, have
been in place for many years.
They have been established
to ensure that both the public
and the environment are
protected throughout exploration,
development and production of
hydrocarbon resources. Regulations
are also continually reviewed and
revised, as required, in response
to advancements in industry
technologies and the techniques
employed to extract the resource.
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